Purchasing Card
Procedures and Training Manual
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Welcome!
Weber School District is implementing the U.S. Bank Visa Purchasing Card Program to facilitate
the purchase and payment of low cost goods and services. The main purpose of this program is
to establish a more efficient, cost-effective method of purchasing small dollar items for district
programs and activities.
The Weber School District Purchasing Card is a Visa card similar to any other Visa card, except
that it includes controls which ensure the card can be used only for specific commodity types and
within specific dollar limits.
Benefits
The Purchasing Card benefits cardholders by …
 Saving time
 Faster order placement
 Faster receipt of goods
 Reducing paperwork (requisitions, purchase orders, and checks)
The Purchasing Card benefits suppliers by …
 Automating payments
 Paying suppliers within 72 hours
 Eliminating invoicing and tracking
The Purchasing Card benefits the District by …
 Streamlining the purchasing process by eliminating paperwork
 Invoices are consolidated, reporting and tracking systems are improved
 Purchasing can be delegated without sacrificing control
 Spending controls can be adjusted to fit employees’ needs
 Fewer checks generated by Accounts Payable
 Reduced processing cost
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Overview
The purpose of the Weber School District Purchasing Card Program is to ensure a more efficient
cost-effective method of purchasing and payment for small-dollar transactions. The program is
designed to replace a variety of processes including petty cash, local check writing, low-value
authorizations, small PO’s and other small dollar purchases.
All cards are issued per the State Procurement Code and District Policies and Procedures. Card
usage may be audited and/or rescinded at any time.
This booklet provides the guidelines under which you may utilize your Purchasing Card. Please
read it carefully. Your signature on the enclosed Cardholder Agreement indicates that you
understand the intent of the program and agree to adhere to the guidelines established for the
program. You will receive your Purchasing Card upon receipt of the signed Weber School
District Purchasing Card Application and Cardholder Agreement, and you may begin using it
immediately upon receipt. As you use the card, please contact the District Purchasing Manager
if you have questions.
Record-keeping will be essential to ensure the success of this program. This is not an
extraordinary requirement—District Finance and Purchasing Policies require retention of
receipts, competitive price quotations, etc. And as with any charge card, you must retain
receipts for your protection and the District’s protection.
A Purchasing Card is an EARNED Privilege
Purchasing cards must only be issued to employees who have the recurrent need to make
purchases, and have a history of complying with all purchasing and financial policies. The
approvals of the site supervisor, site administrator, and the program administrator are required
for the issue of any card.
Monthly reporting in IFAS is required for cardholders that have made charges during the billing
cycle. A batch is to be created and original receipts must be submitted with your P-Card log to
accounts payable by the 5th of each month.
The employee must read the Purchasing Card Procedure Training Manual and be willing to abide
by all of the purchasing card procedures. All prospective cardholders must attend a training
session and sign the Purchasing Card Agreement before a card will be issued to them.
Remember you are committing district funds each time you use the U.S. Bank Purchasing Card.
This is a responsibility that cannot be taken lightly!
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Procurement Card Organization
District Team Members
District Purchasing Card Program Administrator – Jeff Walker
Responsible for overall Purchasing Card program administration
Determines appropriate spending codes and ranges
Handles unauthorized use, card loss, misplacement or theft
Develops Reports from Bank Access Program
Performs periodic audits on all charge cards
Works with Auditor on charge cards during annual audit
District Purchasing Card Program Managers – Stacey Smith & Jamie Henrie
Handles training
Works with department coordinators, site coordinators and directors in reconciling errors and
billing disputes if they can’t be handled at the site
Audits for misuse and reports to Program Administrator
Works as a liaison between credit card holders and departments
Accounts Payable Processing and Records Retention – Theressa Craynor
Makes sure that all logs and receipts are received by the 5th of the month and processes charges
in IFAS
Maintains a file of all credit card records for auditors
Site Coordinators - (Can be a cardholder)
Individuals in each department or site who verify, accumulate and reconcile monthly
reconciliation statements and related information for cardholders.
Site Managers
May include directors, supervisors, etc.
Provide on-site support to cardholders
Approves who will receive cards
Cardholders
District employees who are issued U.S. Bank Visa Purchasing Cards
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Acceptable and Unacceptable Purchasing Card Uses
Acceptable Uses












Subscriptions, seminars, dues
Catering or small dining services for in-service or other meetings (indicate number of
persons and a per person charge)
Electrical and safety supplies
School Supplies, books, video tapes
Building maintenance supplies
Office supplies, forms
Computer software and supplies
Small tools under $100.00
Postage
Travel as authorized—airline tickets, rental cars, hotels, restaurants (not per diem), gas
(for rental cars only)
Conference Registrations

Unacceptable uses









Computer hardware (Fixed Asset)
Furniture and Capital Equipment (Fixed Asset)
Any item exceeding your budget or card limit (you are personally responsible for
overages)
Any merchant, product or service normally considered to be inappropriate use of district
funds
Cash advances
Personal use
1099 expenditures
Meals (per diem) while traveling

You are responsible for the security of your card(s) and the transactions made with the card(s).
The card is issued in your name and it will be assumed that any purchases made with the card
will have been made by you. Continued failure to comply with the guidelines established for this
program will include revocation of card and may result in corrective actions.
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To Obtain a Card
You must read the Procedures and Training Manual in its entirety before requesting your Weber
School District Purchasing Card. This section provides a variety of information about the
process, the types of purchases that can and cannot be made, who will accept the card, records
that must be maintained and reconciled monthly and miscellaneous information about the
program.
Your Director or Supervisor must indicate approval by signing the form. All requests will be
processed through the District Purchasing Card Program Administrator.
During this process, the perspective cardholder must attend a cardholder training session before
receiving your card. The Purchasing Department will contact you to schedule your training.
This training will usually occur on site at your location, unless otherwise arranged.
Read carefully and sign the Agreement to Accept the Purchasing Card (signature required).
Your manager must sign the agreement as well and present it with your Purchasing Card
Account Information Record to the Purchasing Department to be processed.
General Information
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The program helps to eliminate the use of small dollar purchases, petty cash, requests for
checks, personal funds reimbursed by expense requisitions.
The program is NOT intended to avoid or bypass appropriate purchasing or payment
procedures. Rather, the program complements the existing processes available.
The card is not to be used for personal use.
The program can be used for in-store and online or web purchases as well as mail, e-mail,
telephone and fax orders.
The Purchasing Card may be used for payment with all suppliers who accept the Visa
card throughout the United States.
We encourage suppliers to become involved in the Weber School District Purchasing
Card Program so that cardholders can use the program most effectively. Suppliers may
contact their local bank or financial institution to become Visa capable, or they may
contact the provider of the Purchasing Card Program, U.S. Bank, Minneapolis, MN for
assistance. These institutions can implement the processing of charge card transactions
by suppliers.
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Cardholder Responsibilities
Taking Care of the Card
If you are issued a card in your own name, sign the back immediately and always keep it in a
secure place! Even though the card is issued in your name, it is the property of Weber School
District, and is only to be used for authorized district purchases.
Transfer, Termination or Relocation
If you transfer to a different department, you must contact the Purchasing Card Administrator so
vendor codes and purchasing limits can be reviewed for your new position by the administrator
and your new supervisor. If you terminate employment, your card must be returned to your
purchasing card supervisor to return it to the Purchasing Card Administrator.
Lost/Stolen Cards
Immediately notify U.S. Bank Customer Service AND the District Purchasing Card
Administrator (Jeff Walker @ 801-476-7832) if your card is lost or stolen. Customer Service
representatives are available at U.S. Bank 24 hours a day, 365 days a year at 1-800-344-5696.
Card Renewal
A renewal card will automatically be mailed to cardholders two years from the issue date, and
every two years thereafter, for the term of the program.
Disputes/Unauthorized Charges
You should be aware of dispute procedures. Instances that may prompt a dispute are: goods lost
in transit, charges posted incorrectly, merchandise returned, damaged merchandise, incorrect
item received, incorrect quantity, or sales tax when a charge should be tax exempt.
You can dispute an unauthorized charge that is posted on your monthly billing statement. If you
disagree with a charge and have not been able to resolve it with the supplier, Visa regulations
require that you notify U.S. Bank, in writing, within 60 days after the statement date. A sample
Purchasing Card Dispute Form, with address and fax number, is included in this Training
Manual. A copy of the dispute form should also be attached to the billing statement and the item
on the billing should be highlighted. Disputes will then be resolved by U.S. Bank within 90
days. If a dispute is not identified in writing to U.S. Bank within 60 days of the statement date,
the issue must be resolved between the school/department and the supplier.
Manual Authorization
If your card is denied, call U.S. Bank Customer Service while still at the supplier. If the denial is
due to a blocked code or a charge exceeding the single transaction limit or the monthly limit,
contact the District Purchasing Card Manager or Administrator. With proper approval, U.S.
Bank can authorize the transaction.
Sales Tax Exemption
As a government entity, we are tax exempt within the State of Utah. Most online vendors also
honor our tax exempt status. Individual cardholders are responsible to insure that purchases
made using their P-Card are tax exempt. Our tax exempt number is printed on the face of each
card. Some vendors may require a copy of our Tax Exempt Certificate. Please contact
purchasing or finance if you need a form.
v8/15
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Purchase Documentation
You are responsible for obtaining an invoice or itemized receipt when using the purchasing card.
You must ensure the invoice or receipt describes the item(s) purchased and excludes sales tax.
When you make a purchase over the telephone or by mail you must direct the merchant to
include the following information on the shipping label and packing list:




Your name, department and telephone number
Complete delivery address
The merchant’s order number

This will help ensure that you receive the merchandise.
Billing statements must be reconciled monthly. Failure to submit the required monthly
reconciliation may result in suspension of the use of your card. Periodically your purchasing
card activity will be audited.
Purchasing Card Log
The Purchasing Card Log is an ongoing record of your purchasing card activity. Who maintains
the log is at the discretion of the department. A sample Purchasing Card Log is included in this
training manual.
Special Approvals
You are responsible for ensuring all required approvals are obtained before the purchase is made.
The approvals must be attached to the invoice.
Built-in Card Restrictions
 Vendor Types - Some supplier’s Merchant Category Codes (MCC’s) have been
“blocked” from usage in the program. If you present your card to any of these suppliers,
the transaction will be denied. If you are denied and feel the denial should not have
occurred, call the 800 number on your card (press the star on your telephone after the
recorded message begins to go directly to a customer service representative). U.S. Bank
Customer Service will determine if you were denied because of merchant blocking or
exceeding the monthly credit limit or single purchase limit imposed on your card. If the
card is denied because the supplier’s MCC is blocked and you feel they should be a valid
vendor, please notify the Purchasing Card Administrator of the denial to enable us to reevaluate the MCC code blocking.
 Cardholder Monthly Spending Limit – This limit is the maximum dollar amount
authorized for a cardholder within a 30-day period. It is replenished automatically the
day after the billing date. This amount can be set lower or higher with approval of your
site supervisor.
 Cardholder Single Purchase Limit – This limit restricts the amount of any single
purchase. It can be comprised of single or multiple items purchased at one time from a
single supplier. The default amount for Weber School District is $1,000. This amount
can be set lower or higher with the approval of the District Administrator.
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Monthly Reconciliation
Receipts and/or invoices must be reconciled monthly with the billing statement. You are
responsible for resolving all discrepancies. After the billing statement has been reviewed and
any adjustments made it should be sent, along with all documentation, to your supervisor for his
or her signature.
P-Card logs and receipts must be received by the 5th of each month to allow for processing in
IFAS to be completed in a timely manner.

AccessOnline
You may bring up AccessOnline at https://access.usbank.com. This flexible, easy to use tool is
designed to help you manage your account.
Upon receiving your card, it will be necessary for you to set up your own account with a
password. Passwords must be 8 to 20 characters in length, with at least one alpha and one
numeric character. For security purposes, US Bank requires password changes every 90 days.
The same password cannot be re-used within a 12 month period.
Technical Support
There may be situations where you need a little extra support. US Bank provides extensive
ongoing support for cardholders by calling their help desk at 877-887-9260, which is staffed 24
hours per day, 365 days per year including all holidays!
Please do not hesitate to contact the Purchasing Department if you have any questions.
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Summary of Cardholder Duties










Maintain card security to prevent unauthorized use.
Obtain an itemized receipt at the point of purchase and verify it for accuracy. Retain
receipts and Visa charge slips.
Call U.S. Bank Customer Service immediately regarding lost or stolen card.
Notify U.S. Bank Customer Service of any billing discrepancies that cannot be resolved
with the supplier. U.S. Bank will place these charges in dispute.
Notify the site supervisor of name, address, and school/department changes.
Use the Purchasing Card in accordance with school and district policies and procedures.
Ensure all required approvals are obtained before the purchase is made.
Submit a billing statement with invoices, receipts, approvals and other documentation to
site supervisor after reconciliation.
Attend a cardholder training session.

Audit
Periodically, purchasing card activity will be audited. Each department or location must have
billing statements, with attached documentation for all cardholders in their operating unit, on file.
The auditor will review card usage to ensure proper controls and procedures are followed. The
unauthorized use or careless use and control of purchasing cards may cause the purchasing card
privilege to be revoked.

Help


Jeff Walker, District Purchasing Card Administrator
o Phone: 476-7832
o Email: jewalker@wsd.net



Stacey Smith, 476-7828, sdsmith@wsd.net



Jamie Henrie, 476-7887, jahenrie@wsd.net



U.S. Bank Customer Service
o 1-800-344-5696 Toll-free, 24-hours/day, 7 days/week (Press the star (*) on your
telephone after the recorded message begins to go directly to a customer service
representative.)
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Credit Card Direct Pay Transactions
This guide is intended to walk you through processing invoices from a credit card that are not
associated with a purchase order in IFAS.
MASK= APOHBTUB
1. Make sure you are in “ADD” mode to create a new Set ID. Name the set using the
following naming convention:

CCYYMMINLOC1234
KEY:
CC = Credit Card
YY = Fiscal Year
MM = Month (Months are 1 through 9, Jan through Sept. and A<B<C for Oct, Nov and
Dec.)
*The month used will be for the transactions charged during that months billing
cycle.
IN = Your Initials or the initials of the card (i.e.: S1= Staff 1 or JW=Jeff Walker or
B1=Business card number 1)
LOC = Location Number
1234 = Last Four Digits of the Card Number
ex: CC1607KL8201234
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2. Type in the User Set Total if known or $1.00 if unknown at data entry time. Press the
enter key, the system will then take you to the invoice tab.
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3. Type in the invoice number, if no invoice is available; use the date or a 15 character
description with no spaces.
4. Type in the vendor ID. If unknown, click on the three dots next to the vendor id box and
do a lookup. Make sure the Addr Cd is the correct one. If you don’t have a vendor #,
call Kris (7839) or Jamie (7887) or Stacey (7828) to add one for you. The transaction is
not tied to a Purchase Order, so skip the “PO Extract field”
5. Type in the invoice date. You can type the date using 2 digits 2 digits 2 digits and tab
(040115) or 2 digits/ 2 digits/ 4 digits. You may also use the drop down arrow for a
calendar. ***SHORTCUT*** Hit the Ctrl button and a Semi Colon brings in today’s
date. The “security code” box is system generated when the entry has been approved , so
skip that field.
6. Type in the user invoice total.
7. Type in the account code to be charged. If more than one account is to be used, each
code will need to have a unique transaction.
8. Type in a description for the transaction, you will have space for 30 characters.
9. Type in the quantity.
10. Type in the unit price.
v8/15
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11. Type CC in the “Bank ID” field.
12. Press the enter key to save record.
13. If there were multiple records for one invoice or the user wanted to charge multiple org
and obj codes against one invoice, the user would have filled in the “User Invoice Total”
to reflect the total amount of the invoice and created multiple records in the “Main” tab.
Once all of the records in the main tab equal the user invoice total the system would clear
the screen and put the user in add mode so that they could enter the next new invoice.
14. Scan your statement and attach to the SET. Scan the invoices or receipts and attach to the
record you have created. Make sure there is NO SALES TAX on your invoice before
you attach. If sales tax has been charged, you must go back to the company and get an
adjustment. This is the card holder's responsibility, not Accounts Payable. Remember to
enable the “View Attachment” feature before you begin. Go to the Options box and
click on Settings then to the Preferences Tab. Enable all the lines as shown on the
diagram and hit “Apply Changes”. The next time you log in, you will be able to add an
attachment. You only need to do this once.
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l
15. On the left hand side of the screen, open “Attachments” click on “Add Attachment”.
The Attach ID should be Credit Card in the Vendor field. Go to “Description”…this is
what you will see under “View Attachments”. Go to “Browse”, find your scanned
document that you have saved in a folder and say ATTACH. If you refresh your screen,
you should see the description under View Attachments. If you double click, the image
will appear.
16. When finished with the set, the user should toggle back to the “Set” screen and place the
correct amount in the user set total field.
17. APOHBTBP-Run a “Batch Proof” to check for errors and make the corrections.
If you find an error, go back to APOHBTUB, do a find and bring up your batch. Go to
the invoice side and make any corrections you want. Remember to always hit enter after
any change to the screen and get “Record Accepted”.
v8/15
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***You do not need to send a copy to Accounts Payable. The clerk will find it online
from the correct Batch ID for the month. If you do not have any charges, you do not
need to do anything. The AP Clerk can see that on the master statement.

APOHBTBP (WEB USERS SCREENSHOT)
ANSWER THE QUESTION-Please enter the name of your OH Batch file
Take the “NO” option for the other three questions
01 = how many copies do you want
Choose the printer “ARCHIVE” (will print to the screen. Go to the “All” tab and the JOB
monitor to view or print your BP) from this list.
08 = the print job priority-if you are the only one printing it doesn’t matter!
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FORMS
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*Form available eletronically from the Purchasing Department
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Weber School District
Credit Card Agreement
I have requested that Weber School District (the “District”) provide me with a credit card for use
in my employment with the District. I understand and agree that the District will provide me
with a card on the following terms and conditions:
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1.

I will only use the credit card for authorized District purposes as outlined in the
District’s then current policies on credit card use. I acknowledge and agree to
abide by the Purchasing Card limitations which include the type of products
which may be purchased and the expenditure amount allowed per purchase and
per month.

2.

I am responsible to read and understand the District’s policies on credit card use
as they are changed from time to time and I agree to adhere to those policies.

3.

I agree that purchases of personal items and services, or using the card to obtain
cash advances, constitutes unauthorized use of the Purchasing Card. I am
personally responsible for any unauthorized use or misuse of the credit card either
by me or by any other individual. I promise to immediately repay the District for
any unauthorized use or misuse of the credit card assigned to me. Any
unauthorized expenditures which remain unresolved in excess of sixty (60) days
shall become subject to collection by the District.

4.

I hereby authorize the District to reduce or offset my compensation to recoup or
recover any sums related to unauthorized use or misuse of the credit card.

5.

Upon termination of employment or reassignment within the District, I agree to
surrender the Purchasing Card to Weber School District and surrender all
privileges associated with the card.

6.

If the card is lost or stolen, I will immediately notify U.S. Bank by telephone. I
will confirm the telephone commitment by mail or facsimile with a copy of the
notification to the Director or Purchasing.

7.

The card is District property. I understand that I may be periodically required to
comply with control procedures designed to protect District assets. This may
include being asked to produce the card to validate its existence and account
number. I may also be asked to produce receipts and statements to audit its use.

8.

I will receive a monthly reconciliation statement, which will report all activity
during the statement period. I am responsible for all charges (but not for
payment) on the card. I will resolve any discrepancies by contacting either the
supplier or the bank.

9.

I have read the Weber School District “Purchasing Card Procedures Training
Manual.” I understand all of the policies and procedures contained in the manual
and this document and agree to comply with them.
21

10.

I understand the District can revoke my credit card privileges or cancel the credit
card at any time for any reason or no reason. I agree to surrender the District’s
credit card at any time requested by the District
Dated this ______ day of ____________, 20___

____________________________________
Signature
Printed Name
Job Position/Title
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Weber School District

Purchasing Card
Lost Receipt Form
This form is to be used in an emergency situation and only used if the actual receipt, invoice,
packing list or internet order screen print is unavailable for a transaction made on the Purchasing
Card. IT IS NOT to be used as a purchasing standard and can only be used a maximum of four
(4) times per year. Usage that exceeds this yearly limit will result in a loss of your purchasing
privileges with the Purchasing Card. This form must be filled out COMPLETELY and signed by
the Site Manager.
*Please provide detail why the original receipt, packing list, invoice or other appropriate
substitute is missing:

*Authorized Signature of Site Manager:

*Item Description

*Purpose

Weber School District is exempt from state tax.
Tax Exempt Number: 12024213010ST

*Cost

Order Total $ _________

*Supplier Name
Phone Number
Supplier’s City and State
*Date order placed
*Placed by

*Required Information
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